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One kilometer Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
observations for Terra (morning) and Aqua (afternoon) satellites were used to follow
the morning to afternoon evolution of marine stratocumulus clouds that were affected
by ship stack exhaust. The observations covered the summer months of 2002-2003
and August 2007 for marine layers off the west coast of the U.S. Low-level winds
from the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) re-analyses were used
to identify the clouds common to both the Terra and Aqua observations. The data
contained 83 ship track pairs in which the polluted clouds observed by the Terra
MODIS were also observed by the Aqua MODIS. The protocols for logging ship
tracks and identifying polluted and unpolluted pixels were the same as those described
in Segrin et al. (2007). The results presented here are restricted to 30-km segments

along the ship tracks in which the mean cloud cover fraction of the segment, taken
from all pixels identified as polluted and unpolluted, was greater than 95%.
Comparisons were made between this study, which monitored the morning to
afternoon evolution of both polluted and unpolluted clouds, and Segrin et al. (2007),
which averaged the properties of the clouds for both the morning and afternoon
observations. Both studies showed that pollution caused increased optical depths,
decreased droplet radii, and decreased liquid water paths. While changes in droplet
radii remained constant for polluted and unpolluted clouds from morning to afternoon
in the study by Segrin et al. (2007), results from this study showed that droplet radii
diminished more than twice as rapidly from morning to afternoon for the unpolluted
clouds. Optical depths were reduced by 11%, droplet radii by 7%, and liquid water
paths by 15% for unpolluted clouds, while optical depths were reduced by 11%,
droplet radii by 3%, and liquid water paths by 12% for the polluted clouds. These
reductions were expected as a result of cloud thinning due to prolonged daytime solar
heating. By choosing tracks that survived from morning to afternoon, the morning
clouds selected in this study were more susceptible to the ship pollution plumes than
were the clouds studied by Segrin et al. (2007). Evidently, the more susceptible
clouds, those with larger droplets but smaller droplet numbers, stand a better chance of
showing up in the afternoon pass than the less susceptible clouds.
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EFFECTS OF SOLAR HEATING ON THE INDIRECT EFFECT OF
AEROSOLS AS DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS OF SHIP TRACKS
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2007) Fourth
Assessment Report concluded that the largest source of uncertainty in predicting the
human contribution to forcing global climate change comes from anthropogenic
aerosol emissions and their influence on the radiative properties of clouds.
Anthropogenic emissions typically include both greenhouse gases and aerosols.
Greenhouse gases trap infrared radiation and reduce the emission of thermal radiation
to space, thereby warming the atmosphere and the surface of the planet. Aerosols
injected into the atmosphere on the other hand increase the amount of sunlight
reflected to space through scattering and they also increase the sunlight reflected by
clouds, thereby cooling the surface of the planet. The mechanism by which aerosols
modify the radiative properties of clouds is known as the “Cloud Albedo Effect.” The
IPCC concluded that the warming of the planet due to the buildup of greenhouse gases
since the beginning of the industrial revolution is the response to a radiative forcing of
2.63 ± 0.26 Wm-2. The level of scientific understanding, assessed by the IPCC, is high,
as reflected in the small uncertainty associated with the forcing. By contrast, the
cooling associated with the cloud albedo effect is assessed as -0.7 Wm-2, with a range
of -0.3 to -1.8 Wm-2. The range of uncertainty is large compared to the mean, thus
reflecting the large uncertainty and low level of scientific understanding.
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Not included in the IPCC assessment report, is the additional cooling resulting
from prolonged cloud lifetimes associated with the reduction of precipitation in clouds
affected by haze. This effect is known as the “Lifetime Effect.” Due to the lack of
both sufficient evidence and consensus from published results, the level of scientific
understanding was considered to be very low and estimates of radiative forcing
calculations due to the lifetime effect did not appear in the IPCC assessment report.
Global climate model simulations used in the report were limited to assessing changes
in cloud albedo under the constraint of fixed amounts of liquid water for clouds
affected by haze. The additional cooling resulting from increased cloud lifetimes was
not estimated as part of the radiative forcing calculation. Lohmann and Feichter (2005)
found through estimates of multiple climate models that the radiative forcing due to
enhanced cloud lifetimes is comparable in magnitude to the cloud albedo effect. Since
the cloud albedo effect alone could be sufficiently large to almost cancel the radiative
forcing due to the build up of greenhouse gases, understanding the extent to which
aerosols influence cloud lifetimes and consequences for climate change is of utmost
importance.
Twomey (1974) offered the first analysis of the effects of particle pollution on
clouds. He showed that the number concentration and size of cloud droplets is
determined by the available cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) within clouds. If the
amount of condensed liquid water in a cloud remains constant while CCN
concentrations increase, then the number of cloud droplets increases while droplet
radius decreases. The larger concentration of smaller droplets in turn leads to many
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more surfaces for the scattering of solar radiation. Because liquid water does not
absorb a significant amount of radiation at visible wavelengths, scattering becomes
enhanced for polluted clouds with larger concentrations of smaller droplets, thereby
increasing the reflectivity of the cloud. This process, as previously stated, is known as
the cloud albedo effect. In addition, Albrecht (1989) pointed out that smaller droplets
within polluted clouds can inhibit collision coalescence thereby reducing precipitation
efficiency. Pincus and Baker (1994) showed that a reduction in precipitation
efficiency allows polluted clouds to accumulate liquid water compared to nearby
unpolluted clouds, which could result in thicker clouds. Ackerman (2003) suggested
that reduced precipitation efficiency could increase cloud cover fraction by filling the
surrounding cloud-free regions with cloud. As a consequence, bigger clouds affected
by haze take longer to dissipate, thereby affecting the longevity of the cloud,
previously stated as the lifetime effect. Both cloud albedo and lifetime effects result
from aerosol cloud interactions, and each contribute to what is known as the “Aerosol
Indirect Radiative Effect.” The goal of this study is to better understand the aerosols
indirect radiative effect by observing the evolution of polluted and unpolluted clouds
in response to daytime solar heating.
Ship tracks, which are the result of ship stack exhaust plumes affecting
overlying marine stratocumulus, are an ideal laboratory for the study of the indirect
effects of aerosols on clouds. As ships pass beneath low-level clouds, particles from
their plumes serve as condensation nuclei around which new cloud droplets form. The
presence of the ships themselves below the clouds has no bearing on the
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thermodynamics of the region (Hobbs et al., 2000). Heat and water vapor emissions
from ships do not play a significant role in either the thermodynamic environment of
the clouds or their microphysical transformation. Polluted clouds (ship tracks) and
nearby unpolluted clouds (controls) are subject to the same meteorological conditions
and the clouds are the same except for changes due to the additional particles (Segrin
et al., 2007). Polluted and unpolluted clouds are relatively close (30-50 km) thereby
reducing the natural variability for the optical properties of similar clouds within the
same cloud system (500-1000 km). Compared to other studies of this nature, such as
regional analyses of aerosol loading (Matheson et al., 2005), ship tracks eliminate
regional-scale variability of clouds.
In an effort to better understand the radiative properties of polluted clouds,
Coakley et al. (1987) examined radiance measurements from the Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) on board NOAA polar-orbiting satellites at several
wavelengths. They found that ship tracks are pronounced at 3.7 μm. Figure 1.1
shows the relationship between the ratio of scattering to absorption cross sections at
3.7 μm as a function of droplet radius. Because the scattering cross section of a
droplet is approximately proportional to its geometric cross section and the absorption
cross section is approximately proportional to its volume, the ratio of scattering to
absorption increases as the droplet radius decreases. Because ship tracks have smaller
droplet radii compared to the surrounding uncontaminated clouds, the reflected
radiances at near infrared wavelengths become enhanced. While the reflectance of
ship tracks is high in the near infrared, their reflectivity at visible wavelengths also
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becomes enhanced, though distinguishing them visually from surrounding unpolluted
clouds proves to be difficult. Figure 1.2 shows images of ship tracks constructed from
visible a) and near infrared b) wavelengths. The figure shows many lines which
distinguish clouds that have been affected by haze from underlying ships and nearby
clouds that remain unaffected. The cloud lines are known as “Ship tracks.” Figure 1.2
illustrates that ship tracks are clearly visible at near infrared wavelengths and much
less so at visible wavelengths. At visible wavelengths liquid water is nonabsorbing.
Spatial variations in the radiative signal reflect those in liquid water from one pixel to
the next. At visible wavelengths these signal variations are large and swamp the
subtle changes due to the changes in droplet number. At 11-μm, liquid water is a
strong absorber and the amount of scattering is exceptionally small. Thus, visual
analysis of ship tracks is best carried out using images constructed from near infrared
radiances.
During the Monterey Area Ship Track (MAST) experiment conducted in June
1994, in situ observations of ship tracks were used in order to characterize their
formation, life cycle, and physical properties. The meteorological conditions
favorable for ship track formation occur in extensive sheets of marine stratocumulus
that occur in the eastern regions of subtropical oceans. In these regions the planetary
boundary layer is capped by a strong temperature inversion produced by large-scale
subsidence and enhanced by the cooling at the cloud tops. Ship tracks are found to
form if ship effluents occur in a layer that is convectively unstable from the surface to
the lifting condensation level (Conover, 1966). Ship effluents are easily advected into
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the cloud layer when a well-mixed convective boundary layer is established. If, on the
other hand, the subcloud transitional layer becomes decoupled from the clouds above,
ship effluent transport into the clouds may become suppressed (Liu et al., 2000).
Using radiance measurements from AVHRR, Coakley et al. (2000) showed that ship
tracks from the MAST experiment rarely appeared in low-level clouds having altitudes
greater than 1 km. The lack of tracks for higher clouds may be due to no, or
intermittent, coupling between the low-level clouds and the boundary layer (Nicholls,
1984). When the low-level clouds are decoupled from the boundary layer, the
negative buoyancy in the subcloud region prevents the penetration of the cloud base
by the ship effluents. If ship effluents are unable to penetrate the base of a cloud a
ship track will not form.
Even if the meteorological conditions are favorable, ship tracks form only for
ships that burn low grade fuels with sufficient sulfur content, such as marine fuel oil
(Hobbs et al., 2000). Such fuels produce plumes in which the lower limit of aerosol
diameter size ranges between 0.02 and 0.04 μm (Noone et al., 2000). The emissions
undergo gas to particle conversion which produces sulfate particles. These particles
are hydrophilic (Russel et al., 2000). The presence of such particles reduces the
overall supersaturation level at which water vapor condenses thereby allowing cloud
droplets to form about the particles which serve as CCN. Interestingly, only 12% of
the CCNs produced by the aerosol burden are used to form cloud droplets in ship
tracks (Hobbs et al., 2000). Therefore, as long as the cloud deck remains quiescent,
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ship tracks can persist due to the high concentrations of aerosols within these clouds,
thereby further lengthening cloud lifetimes.
Ship tracks often exhibit the cloud albedo effect. Tracks are also seen to leave
an extensive cloud deck and proceed into partly cloudy and even cloud-free regions
thereby illustrating the cloud lifetime effect – the maintenance of the polluted clouds
while nearby unpolluted clouds dissipate. Even though the suppression of drizzle was
common among ship tracks (Ferek et al., 2000), concurrent increases in liquid water
content were not always observed. Of over 60 ship-track interceptions during the
MAST field project cloud water increased in some and decreased in others, with a
slight decrease on average (Ackerman, 2000). Using the Microwave Airborne
Radiometer flown on the UKMO C-130 during the MAST experiment four ship tracks
were found to have increased liquid water paths in cloud decks with relatively large
droplets (Ferek et al., 2000). By contrast, analyses derived using satellite observations
of hundreds of ship tracks embedded in completely overcast cloud decks show an
evident decrease in liquid water path (Platnick et al., 2000; Coakley and Walsh, 2002;
and Segrin et al., 2007). Clearly the amount of liquid water in ship tracks does not
strictly depend on the suppression of drizzle but on other meteorological conditions.
Large eddy simulation (LES) cloud models were used to investigate the
meteorological conditions responsible for the observed changes in liquid water paths
for polluted clouds. In contrast to the longstanding expectation that polluted clouds
increase liquid water content in response to the suppression of drizzle, Ackerman et al
(2004) found that liquid water content decreased in polluted clouds when located in
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completely overcast stratocumulus cloud decks when the overlying air was sufficiently
dry. In the uppermost portion of the cloud, right below the capping inversion, strong
cloud top radiative cooling initiates vertical mixing. The mixing can extend
throughout the boundary layer (Lilly, 1968) causing convective overturning.
Radiative cooling initiates turbulence at the top of the cloud (Deardorff, 1976). In
addition, droplets near the cloud top, right under the inversion, evaporate rapidly
thereby inducing strong evaporative cooling. If evaporative cooling is sufficient to
overcome the initial temperature contrast between the cloudy and the free tropospheric
air, then entraining eddies can cause the outside air to become negatively buoyant as it
mixes with the cloudy air (Deardorff, 1980). Furthermore, if the potential energy
released by the descent of the negatively buoyant mixed air exceeds that required to
deform the inversion interface into an entrainment tongue, then the entrainment
process becomes unstable and entrainment rates increase rapidly, thereby leading to
rapid evaporation and loss of liquid water within the cloud layer (Siems et al., 1990).
While entrainment is generally inhibited by the stability of the inversion (potential
temperature increases with height across the inversion layer), radiative and
evaporative cooling at the cloud top enhance the turbulent mixing, thereby weakening
the stability. LES models replicated the cloud-top enhancement of entrainment for
polluted clouds when compared with that for unpolluted clouds in completely overcast
cloud decks. Because polluted clouds have more surfaces from which to evaporate
liquid water, vigorous evaporation throughout the cloud induced strong convective
overturning thereby intensifying the rate of entrainment of dry air aloft. As a
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consequence, polluted clouds embedded in overcast cloud decks become subject to
higher rates of entrainment with subsequent losses in liquid water content when
compared to unpolluted clouds in the same region.
In order to assess changes in the liquid water content for polluted clouds under
broken cloud conditions, ship tracks were analyzed in regions where the cloud fraction
was substantially less than 100%. Ensemble averages taken from hundreds of ship
tracks in regions of broken clouds revealed that liquid water paths increased in ship
tracks when compared to the unpolluted clouds on either side (Christensen et al.,
2008), evidence for the lifetime effect. Unpolluted clouds in regions of broken clouds
contained relatively large droplets. Because collision coalescence efficiency increases
with larger droplets, the unaffected clouds could be experiencing drizzle, thereby
leading to losses in liquid water. By contrast, the loss of liquid water in ship tracks
was reduced due to the suppression of drizzle. Ackerman et al. (2003) suggested that
polluted clouds probably expanded to fill the surrounding region with cloud while they
retained condensed water, thereby leading to the longevity of the clouds.
Changes in the optical properties of ship tracks due to daytime solar heating
have been examined using LES models. Because clouds absorb a small fraction of the
incident solar radiation, the reduction in net cloud-top cooling due to daytime solar
heating results in decreased turbulent mixing between the cloud and subcloud layers.
This reduction in mixing (referred to as “decoupling”) limits the supply of moisture to
the cloud and results in cloud thinning and a lifting of the cloud base during the
afternoon (Ackerman et al., 1995). As a consequence, the reduction of turbulent
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mixing decreases the rate of entrainment of dry air aloft into the cloud layer. Thus,
morning clouds coupled to the boundary layer tend to have larger entrainment rates, in
contrast to lower entrainment rates for the decoupled afternoon clouds. Using LES
simulations Liu et al (2000) showed that in the absence of solar heating, the initially
decoupled boundary layer becomes well mixed in approximately one hour. As the
angle of the sun increases (approaching the horizon), net radiative cooling near the
cloud top increases, thereby re-coupling the cloud to the subcloud layers and opening
up the supply of moisture throughout the boundary layer. Ackerman et al. (2003)
showed that ship tracks increase liquid water as modeled under nighttime conditions.
Because ship tracks respond to the atmosphere differently than unpolluted clouds,
diurnal variations in solar radiation and consequent changes in the boundary layer
stability may be important factors in the formation and longevity of the ship tracks.
The purpose of this study is to use ship tracks which are collocated between
morning and afternoon satellite passes to better understand the evolution of polluted
clouds and unpolluted clouds under the influence of solar heating. Collocating ship
tracks between satellite passes enables measurements to be taken of the differences
between the morning and afternoon properties of the same clouds. This study is the
first to analyze the response of polluted clouds and their unpolluted counterparts using
the collocation of ship tracks between satellite passes. The results of this study could
shed new light on the evolution of polluted clouds embedded in overcast cloud
systems. The results could serve as tests for LES and climate model simulations.
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FIGURE 1.1 Ratio of scattering to absorption cross sections at 3.7 µm as a function of
droplet effective radius.
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FIGURE 1.2 Images constructed from 1-km Terra MODIS data: true color visible wavelengths a) and 2.1 μm reflected radiance b).
The images were taken at 1950 UTC on 28 July 2001. They show a region of the Pacific Ocean just west of San Francisco and
Monterey.
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CHAPTER 2
DATA AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) 1-km data was
analyzed for the instruments on the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Terra (morning) and Aqua (afternoon) satellites for the summers of 20022003 and August 2007. The analyses covered daytime passes along the west coast of
North America from 20° - 60°N and 150° - 110°W. The methods used for identifying
clouds polluted by underlying ships, selecting nearby unpolluted clouds as controls,
and retrieving the cloud properties from the 1-km MODIS radiances were the same as
those described in detail in Segrin et al. (2007). During the summer months, the
region under observation is predominately covered by low-level marine stratus with
cloud top altitudes near 1 km. National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
925 mb-level winds were used to predict displacements near the cloud top level from
the morning to the afternoon passes. Ship tracks found to be common to both the
Terra and Aqua satellite passes were identified and counted as track pairs. The track
pairs were then analyzed to study differences in the evolution, morning to afternoon,
of the clouds polluted by the underlying ships and the nearby clouds that were
unpolluted.
Ship track pairs were initially identified through the visual inspection of
images derived from the near infrared reflected radiances observed from satellites
Terra and Aqua. Visual inspection ensured that ship tracks identified in Terra
corresponded to Aqua tracks from the same ships. Owing to the different orbits and
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viewing geometries for the two satellites, occasionally ship tracks identified in the
Terra observations went undetected in Aqua. In addition, ship tracks identified on the
edges of images were often distorted and could not be certified as being a track from a
single ship. Likewise, ship tracks identified in the morning would occasionally
disappear completely or change forms altogether due to dispersion within the cloud
layer by the time of the afternoon pass. Despite these difficulties, several hundred
ship track pairs were found to be suitable for the analysis.
Once a ship track pair was identified, a series of automated tests were
implemented to identify polluted and unpolluted pixels. The protocols for obtaining
polluted and unpolluted pixels and removing pixels for which the automated
procedures failed were the same as those described in Segrin et al. (2007). In order to
produce representative sample sizes, ship tracks were divided into 30-km segment
lengths in which the properties for polluted and unpolluted clouds were averaged. The
length of the segments was a trade-off between the need to divide the tracks into small
enough sections so that the evolution of the polluted and unpolluted clouds could be
studied as a function of distance from the track head, the location of the ship, and the
need for a sufficient number of pixels within segments to produce representative
means. Also, 30 km is greater than the autocorrelation lengths of properties like
optical depth and droplet radius which are typically 5-10 km for extensive marine
stratus layers that completely cover the MODIS 1 km pixels. The averages for the 30km length segments can be taken to be statistically independent as was demonstrated
by Segrin et al (2007). A segment was included in the analysis if it contained at least
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20 one-kilometer pixels that were identified as polluted and 20 pixels on each side of
the ship track that were identified as unpolluted. Because the majority of track pairs
occurred in completely overcast cloud decks, the study was limited to analyzing
segments in which the mean cloud fraction, taken from all of the pixels within each
segment (polluted and unpolluted), was greater than 95%.
Table 2.1 gives the total number of hand-logged ship tracks for Terra and Aqua
on the days for which tracks common to both satellites were found. Also shown in the
table is the number of paired ship tracks which were visually qualified as track pairs,
the number of paired tracks probed for the analysis, the total number of paired
segments with sufficient numbers of pixels required for the analysis, and the number
of segments in which the mean cloud cover fraction was greater than 0.95. The results
from Table 2.1 show that about one third of the hand-logged ship tracks were
identified as ship track pairs in the satellite passes. As previously stated, this
reduction was primarily due to different orbits and viewing geometries for the two
satellites. After ship track pairs were visually identified, additional reductions in the
number of paired tracks resulted due to pixel retrieval failures and inabilities in
matching suitable segments between satellite passes. Pixel retrieval failures arose
when the automated ship track identification scheme could not distinguish between
polluted and unpolluted clouds thereby voiding the identification of a ship track pixel.
In addition, pixels that fell into regions of sun glint were not used in the analysis.
Regions of sun glint were defined by viewing geometries for which the angle of
reflected sunlight fell within 30° of that for specular reflection from a flat surface. As
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a result, about 15% of the paired ship tracks survived, providing on average about 5
segments per ship track pair suitable for analysis. About half of these segments were
completely overcast.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the sequence of steps that were used to track the cloud
properties of a ship track common to both the Terra and Aqua satellite observations.
The Figure shows images constructed from 2.1-µm reflectances mapped to a latitudelongitude grid along with the NCEP wind field. Figures 2.1a and b (morning image
on the left and afternoon image on the right) show many lines which distinguish
clouds that have been affected by haze from underlying ships and nearby clouds that
remain unaffected. The cloud lines are “ship tracks.” The afternoon image shows that
the ship track centered in the image has clearly advanced to the west from its morning
position. Likewise, the entire track has drifted to the south. The displacement in the
starting position and along track position of the ship track results from the propulsion
of the ship and the strength and direction of the wind.
Figures 2.1c and d show the hand-logged positions of the ship track plotted
over the top of the polluted and unpolluted pixels identified by the automated ship
track identification scheme (Segrin et al. 2007). In order to examine the optical
properties of ship and control pixels from morning to afternoon, the NCEP 925 mb
wind field was used to predict the position of the Terra ship track at the time of the
Aqua pass. The 925 mb pressure level wind was used because it coincided with the
average cloud layer altitude. Once collocated, the optical properties of the transported
Terra ship track and the associated Aqua ship track were analyzed together to examine
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how optical parameters changed from morning to afternoon. Because the satellites
passed over the region between the late morning (Terra) and the early afternoon (Aqua)
local time, the wind field measured at 1800 Universal Time Code (UTC) was used. A
mean wind vector for the entire length of the ship track was obtained by averaging the
NCEP wind components for the hand-logged points along the Terra track. The
predicted location of the Terra ship track was calculated from the mean wind vector
multiplied by the amount of time that elapsed between the Terra and Aqua passes.
Figure 2.1e shows the afternoon scene with a second order line fit for the
combined positions of the predicted Terra track and the Aqua track. The fit is used to
mitigate errors in the wind field and its interpolation. Track segments were
constructed along the length of the fitted line. Finally, the wind field is once again
used to transport the fit line to coincide with the Terra track, thereby collocating
segments common to the morning and afternoon ship tracks.
Figures 2.1f and g show the segments common to both the Terra and Aqua
observations and the droplet effective radii for both the polluted and unpolluted pixels.
The starting position for the construction of segments on the fitted line was based on
the latitudinal and longitudinal extents of the Aqua and predicted Terra positions.
Since ship track length generally increased throughout the day, a ship track pair
usually had the end of the track nearest the ship (head) of the Aqua track in advance of
the predicted head of the corresponding Terra track. The starting location of the first
segment was located at the latitude and longitude position of the predicted Terra head.
The final position occurred at the end of the track farthest from the ship (tail) of either
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the Aqua or predicted Terra track, depending on which tail fell in a segment common
to both satellites. Each turning point along the length of the second order line fit was
calculated using a great circle distance of 30-km. Once the segments were distributed
over the length of the second order line, ship and control pixels that fell within the
bounds of the segments were analyzed. Means and standard deviations of the various
cloud properties were calculated using all 1-km pixels identified as containing either
polluted or unpolluted cloud and fell within the bounds of the segment.
Figure 2.2 shows the location of all the segments used in the analysis. The
majority of segments occurred at comparatively large distances from the coastline with
an even distribution across latitudes. Northerly winds are often observed off the west
coast of the U.S. during the summer months. Figure 2.2 shows the subtle
displacements that segments took from morning (red) to afternoon (blue), thus
reflecting the typical wind pattern observed during this time of the year.
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TABLE 2.1 Number of analyzed overcast paired segments that survived successive
data screening tests. Ship tracks extracted from Terra and Aqua MODIS observations,
May-August 2002-2003 and August of 2007. Each ship track pair represents a track
common to both the Terra and Aqua observations. Ship track domains were divided
into 30-km segments along the portion of the track common to both satellite images as
discussed in the text.
Screening
Days with ship track pairs
Hand-logged ship tracks in Terra
Hand-logged ship tracks in Aqua
Track pairs identified through visual inspection
Paired ship tracks used in the analysis
Paired segments suitable for analysis
Segments with overcast polluted and unpolluted clouds

Number
163
1510
1648
558
83
463
236

(Morning)

(Afternoon)

a)

b)

c)

d)
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(Continued)

e)

FIGURE 2.1 Images constructed from the 2.1-µm reflected
radiances showing the same ship track for morning a) and
afternoon b) satellite passes with NCEP winds, hand-logged
locations of Terra (x) c) and Aqua (Δ) d) with the pixels
identified as polluted (red) and unpolluted (blue), the afternoon
image with a thick white line displaying the second order line
fit for the combined Aqua and predicted Terra locations e), and
30-km length segments over which the cloud properties are
averaged f) and g).
NCEP Reanalysis data provided by the NOAA/OAR/EsRL PSD,
Boulder Colorado, USA, http://www.cdc.noaa.gov.
f)

g)
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FIGURE 2.2 Location of ship track segments common to both Terra (●) and Aqua (о)
for the summer months of 2002-2004 and August 2007.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS

Table 3.1 shows the means and standard deviations obtained from the averages
of droplet effective radii, visible cloud optical depths, and liquid water paths for the
30-km segments used in the analysis. The droplet radius and liquid water path are
derived using the 3.7-µm reflectance. The left side of table 3.1 shows a summary of
results obtained by Segrin et al. (2007). The right side shows the results from this
study. Segrin et al. (2007) compared morning and afternoon clouds by taking means
of all morning and afternoon segments separately. These means will be referred as
“Ensemble Averages.” This study compares morning and afternoon clouds by taking
means of the segments common to both the morning and afternoon observations.
These means will be referred as “Cloud Tracked Averages.” The current study allows
the evolution of both polluted and unpolluted clouds to be monitored. Except for the
August 2007 set, which was added to increase the number of tracked pairs, ensemble
averages used the same set of ship tracks that were analyzed by Segrin et al. (2007).
Also each study used the same retrieval scheme and methods for identifying polluted
and unpolluted pixels. The results of a comparison of the two studies will be
discussed in this section.
In both studies polluted clouds had smaller droplet effective radii, larger
visible cloud optical depths, and smaller liquid water paths than the nearby unpolluted
clouds. Differences between polluted and unpolluted cloud properties from both
studies were statistically significant at the 99.5% confidence level. In both studies the
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droplet effective radii for both the morning and afternoon polluted clouds were
between 2-3 µm smaller than those in unpolluted clouds. In addition, optical depths
were larger for the polluted clouds than for the unpolluted clouds for both the morning
and afternoon tracks with larger means and standard deviations in the Segrin et al.
(2007) ensembles. Larger optical depths for the ensemble averages implies thicker
clouds. This difference could have arisen from the inclusion of more clouds in the
Segrin et al. (2007) analysis. Because the distribution of optical depths is skewed
towards large optical depths, the additional clouds contributed to a larger spread of
cloud optical depths, thus larger means and standard deviations. Even though the
ensemble averages had larger optical depths, the morning to afternoon differences in
optical depth and liquid water amounts were roughly the same for both studies.
While the two studies show similar differences between polluted and
unpolluted clouds, the evolution of the optical properties for ship track pairs revealed
some differences in the response of the clouds to additional day time solar heating.
Figure 3.1 shows plots of the change in droplet effective radii, visible cloud optical
depths, and liquid water paths derived using the 3.7-um reflectances for the morning
minus afternoon polluted clouds (ship) and the morning minus afternoon unpolluted
clouds (controls) a) and the morning minus the afternoon differences between the ship
and controls b). Droplet effective radii decreased for both the polluted and unpolluted
clouds between satellite passes. The average decrease in droplet effective radii for the
polluted clouds was 0.34 µm while the decrease for the uncontaminated clouds was
0.79 µm between the morning and afternoon passes. Average decreases were greater
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than twice the standard error of the mean, thereby validating statistically significant
decreases in droplet radii. In addition, a two-sided student’s t-test was used to verify
that the morning to afternoon decreases in droplet radius between polluted and
unpolluted clouds had distinctly different means at the 99.9% confidence level. Segrin
et al. (2007) found no differences in the droplet radii for the ensemble averages of the
polluted and unpolluted clouds. The subtle changes in droplet radius between morning
and afternoon clouds were overwhelmed by the variability of droplet radii within the
ensembles.
Cases in which the morning to afternoon differences in optical depth and liquid
water path were larger than two standard deviations of the mean (analyzed from the
plots used in Figure 3.1a) were used to investigate extraneous sources of error. Visual
inspection of these cases reveled that occasionally the control pixels from one ship
track overlapped onto the polluted pixels of an adjacent ship track. In addition,
differences in liquid water path became large when ship tracks observed by Terra
occurred on the edge of the satellite image. And finally, in a couple of cases the
optical depth doubled from morning to afternoon which was possibly due to the
development of large scale dynamical forcing within the boundary layer. Nonetheless,
less than 10 cases were observed in which the average differences for optical depth
and liquid water path were greater than two standard deviations of the distribution
means. The number of cases was small compared to the total number of samples used,
thus their contribution to the distribution average was negligible.
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Figure 3.1b shows that the difference in droplet radii between the polluted and
unpolluted clouds is larger in the morning. For morning ship tracks, droplet radii in
the unaffected clouds were considerably larger than those found in polluted clouds.
This difference was smaller in the afternoon clouds. The large droplets for the
morning unpolluted clouds were sufficiently large to promote drizzle. As the day
progressed, the cloud layer thinned and the large droplets fell out of the base of the
unpolluted clouds, thereby reducing the difference between polluted and unpolluted
cloud droplet sizes. Because collision coalescence was likely to be inhibited in
polluted clouds (Ferek et al., 2000) the reduction in droplet radii in polluted clouds
was relatively small. As a result, droplet radii for the unpolluted clouds were reduced
by drizzle and evaporation processes more rapidly than evaporation of small droplets
due to the enhancement of the entrainment of dry air from above the polluted clouds.
Compared with the morning clouds studied by Segrin et al. (2007) the clouds
in this study had smaller optical depths, larger droplet sizes, and larger differences
between the droplet radii of polluted and unpolluted clouds. Consequently, the
morning clouds in this study were more susceptible to changes in response to the
pollution plumes produced by the ships as discussed by Platnick and Twomey (1994),
than were the clouds studied by Segrin et al. (2007). In order to demonstrate the effect
of susceptibility on cloud properties Figure 3.2 shows the difference in droplet radii
between polluted and unpolluted clouds for the cloud tracked averages. Each
distribution is associated with droplet size in the unpolluted clouds ranging from the
smallest third (red solid line) to the largest third (blue dashed line). Figure 3.2 clearly
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shows that the largest changes in droplet radius occurred for clouds with relatively
large droplets (blue dashed line). Morning differences in droplet radii between
polluted and unpolluted clouds were slightly larger than the afternoon differences.
However, the differences between morning and afternoon were small compared with
the standard error of the mean, thus the susceptibility of the clouds due to changes in
droplet radii were essentially the same for morning and afternoon. Table 3.2 shows
the means and standard deviations of droplet radii, optical depths, and liquid water
paths for each droplet size category for the overcast segments derived from Terra and
Aqua observations. Both observations show that the largest increase in optical depth
due to the pollution plume from the ship occurred for the clouds with the largest
droplet sizes. Liquid water paths were larger for unpolluted clouds having the
smallest droplet sizes and remained the same (in the morning) or had less liquid water
(in the afternoon) as the polluted clouds with the largest droplet sizes.
Additional daytime solar heating which occurred between satellite passes
accounted for on average an 11% decrease in optical depth for the control clouds.
Optical depth decreased for both the polluted and unpolluted clouds between satellite
passes with slightly larger changes for the clouds affected by haze. However, these
differences were not statistically significant, and therefore changes in optical depth
between polluted and nearby unpolluted clouds could not be distinguished. Therefore,
changes in optical depth from morning to afternoon were essentially the same for
polluted and unpolluted clouds.
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Liquid water path decreased for both the polluted and unpolluted clouds
throughout the day with a decrease of approximately 15% for the control clouds.
Unpolluted clouds lost more liquid water between satellite passes than polluted clouds.
Liquid water path is proportional to the product of cloud optical depth and droplet
effective radius. Since the rate of decrease in cloud optical depth between the polluted
and unpolluted clouds was not significantly different between satellite passes, the
dominant loss in liquid water between them resulted from the reduction in droplet
effective radius. As a result, liquid water amounts in the unpolluted clouds diminished
more rapidly than in the polluted clouds. However, the loss in liquid water between
polluted and unpolluted clouds involved different processes. Polluted clouds likely
lose liquid water through enhanced entrainment rates of dry air alone, whereas
unpolluted clouds lose liquid water through drizzle, with modest rates of entrainment
of dry air from above the cloud. Even though entrainment rates were expected to be
larger for polluted clouds, the combined rates of entrainment and drizzle for
unpolluted clouds contributed to larger losses of liquid water. Results suggest that
approximately two thirds of this loss could be due to entrainment and solar heating,
with one third due to drizzle.
Diurnal variations from low-level horizontal divergence were investigated to
ensure that the response of the clouds was solely due to the effects of daytime solar
heating. North American Regional Analysis (NARR) omega fields were used in
conjunction with the incompressible form of the continuity equation in order to
calculate the horizontal divergence field between 1000 - 925 mb pressure levels.
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NARR analyses are performed 8 times daily with a spatial resolution of approximately
32 km. The majority of segments were positioned at distances larger than 100 km
from the coast with subsidence rates of approximately 90 meters per day. The average
diurnal divergence from locations far from the coast was1.37 × 10 −6 s -1 ± 6.02 × 10 −8 .

In contrast to the coastal mean divergence which was 1.43 × 10 −5 s -1 ± 1.12 × 10 −6 .
Unfortunately, there was only one segment positioned near the coast. The location
near the coast had an average diurnal divergence that was 10 times greater with a
diurnal variation that was 1.5 times greater than the mean divergence of segments
positioned far away from the coast. Far from the coast the divergence decreased from
morning (1800 UTC) to afternoon (2100 UTC), however this decrease was more than
3 times smaller than the mean diurnal divergence, thus the response of the clouds far
from the coast due to daytime variations in horizontal divergence was negligible.
Droplet effective radius was examined using 1.6, 2.1, and 3.7-µm reflectances.
Table 3.3 shows means and standard deviations of droplet effective radii taken from
the 1.6, 2.1 and 3.7 µm reflectances for morning and afternoon ship and controls. The
morning to afternoon differences for the ships and controls were negative for the 1.6µm reflectance and positive for the 2.1 and 3.7-µm reflectances. The negative
morning to afternoon differences for the 1.6-µm indicates droplet growth throughout
the day as opposed to droplet reduction observed for the other reflectances.
Nevertheless, the changes in droplet radius were small and within the noise expected
from the large variance at that wavelength. The 1.6-µm reflectance is prone to biases
in droplet radii resulting from subpixel variability in the distribution of cloud liquid
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water and droplet sizes (Marshak et al., 2006). In addition, based on typical mean-free
paths for photons in clouds at different wavelengths, biases are expected to be
relatively large at 1.6 µm where the mean-free paths are long compared to the
relatively short paths at 3.7 µm (Platnick, 2003). Because reflected photons at 3.7 µm
escape from only the uppermost layer of the cloud, errors associated with photon
leakage and subpixel variability are reduced. For this reason the results of this study
were based on the 3.7-µm reflectances.
The majority of ship tracks were observed far away from land compared to the
average lengths of ship tracks (approximately 5° latitude). Because the Terra satellite
is in a descending daytime orbit and the Aqua satellite is in an ascending daytime orbit,
the viewing geometry is reversed for the two satellites. In order to ensure that the
viewing geometry of the ship tracks from the satellites did not bias the results for the
cloud properties, all segments were grouped according to the scattering region in
which they were observed. A forward scattering region is characterized by azimuth
angles relative to the incident sunlight less than 90° and the backscattering region is
characterized by relative azimuth angles greater than 90°. The majority of segments
observed either by Terra or Aqua were viewed mostly in the direction of backward
scattered sunlight. Even though the majority of segments were viewed in this
direction, the direction of scattering between the satellites became reversed for more
than half of the collocated segment pairs. For example, a segment identified by Terra
could be in the direction of forward scattered sunlight while the same segment became
a backscattered case for Aqua.
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Table 3.4 shows the number of segments in which the direction of scattered
sunlight was backscattered for both satellites, backscattered for Terra and forward
scattered for Aqua, forward scattered for Terra and backscattered for Aqua, and
forward scattered for both satellites. Crossover cases occurred if the satellites had
opposite viewing geometries for the same segment. Because these crossover cases
from forward to backward scattering or visa versa occurred regularly, cloud properties
were compared for all viewing geometries. Table 3.5 shows the average optical depth
and droplet radius for the different viewing geometries by the two satellites. Due to
the lack of segments for which the direction of scattering was forward for both
satellites, the results for the forward scattering direction are not shown. Comparisons
between viewing geometry and droplet effective radius derived for the crossover cases
gave the same trends as the forward and backward scattering cases. The droplet radius
of the forward scattered segments was slightly larger than those of the backscattered
segments. Nonetheless, the differences were within one standard error of each other,
thereby suggesting that viewing geometry had little effect on the outcome.
In order to check for viewing geometry biases, Terra observations were
remapped using the satellite viewing geometry of the segments found to be common to
Aqua. The viewing geometry for Aqua segments was used to find Terra observations
nearest in satellite zenith angle that matched the Aqua geometry, thereby enabling a
comparison to be made between the observations of the original Terra segment and the
nearest Terra observation with the same viewing geometry as Aqua. If the effects due
to viewing geometry are small, then the cloud properties for the original Terra
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segments and the Terra segments with viewing geometries close to those of their Aqua
counterparts should be the same. Figures 3.3 c) and d) show droplet radius and optical
depth as a function of satellite zenith angle for the Terra and remapped Terra.
Because the viewing geometries can become reversed between satellites, asterisks and
diamonds were used to represent segments in which both satellites viewed the
backscattered region (*) and in which the viewing geometries became reversed (◊).
Figures 3.3c) and d) show the small differences between the Terra and remapped Terra
segments compared to the Terra and Aqua differences shown in figures 3.3a) and b).
Table 3.6 shows droplet radius and optical depth for segments common to Terra and
Aqua for the remapped Terra segments, thus summarizing the results of figure 3.3.
Because the averages obtained from the Terra and Aqua differences are more than
twice as large as the Terra and remapped segment differences, the effect of viewing
geometry is within the noise expected from the natural variability of the cloud
properties.
In addition, figure 3.3 a) and b) reveals that droplet effective radius increases
for Terra as the viewing angle approaches nadir. Conversely, Aqua shows the
opposite trend. Because Terra is descending (in the morning) with its path along the
coast, the sun glint region is to the east with the backscattered region to the west over
the water. The smallest view angle is close to the coastline and the largest view angle
is far away from the coastline. Thus, Terra observes droplet radii growing towards the
coast. Conversely, Aqua ascends along the coast (in the afternoon) with the glint
region to the west; therefore the backscatter region is between the satellite track and
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the coastline. Large viewing angles for Aqua identify segments near the coast. Figure
3.3 a) and b) shows Aqua having large droplet radii at large viewing angle in the
backscattered direction, consistent with the Terra observation.
The difference in satellite zenith angle for the Terra and Aqua segments was
less than 9 degrees. The average solar zenith angle for Terra was found to be 30.29°
and the average for Aqua was found to be 28.97°. The afternoon solar zenith angle
was slightly less than the morning, thus leading to greater solar heating at the time of
the afternoon overpass.

TABLE 3.1 Means and standard deviations of effective droplet radius, optical depth, and liquid water path for both the ensemble
averages (left) and cloud tracked averages (right) for both the morning and afternoon clouds. The number of segments used for the
ensemble averages was 659 (Terra) and 545 (Aqua) and the number of segments used for the cloud tracked averages was 236. The
morning to afternoon differences (Terra – Aqua) for ship and control averages are the means and the standard error of the means.
The polluted to unpolluted differences (Ship – Controls) for Terra and Aqua are the means and standard errors.

Terra
Aqua
Terra – Aqua

Effective Droplet Radius (3.7µm)
Ensemble Average (Segrin et al., 2007)
Cloud Tracked Average
Ship
Controls
Ship – Controls
Ship
Controls
Ship - Controls
10.1 ± 2.1
12.6 ± 3.1
-2.5 ± 0.1
9.9 ± 1.8
12.7 ± 2.6
-2.9 ± 0.1
10.2 ± 2.3
12.6 ± 3.1
-2.4 ± 0.1
9.6 ± 2.2
12.0 ± 3.0
-2.3 ± 0.1
-0.1 ± 0.1
0.0 ± 0.1
0.3 ± 0.1
0.8 ± 0.1

Terra
Aqua
Terra – Aqua

Optical Depth
Ensemble Average (Segrin et al., 2007)
Ship
Controls
Ship – Controls
18.6 ± 7.0
16.6 ± 7.0
2.0 ± 0.1
16.4 ± 6.9
14.2 ± 6.3
2.2 ± 0.1
2.2 ± 0.1
2.4 ± 0.1

Terra
Aqua
Terra – Aqua

3.7-µm Liquid Water Path (gm-2)
Ensemble Average (Segrin et al., 2007)
Cloud Tracked Average
Ship
Controls
Ship – Controls
Ship
Controls
Ship - Controls
127 ± 58
139 ± 69
-12.0 ± 1.4
112 ± 52
120 ± 55
-7.8 ± 1.4
112 ± 59
120 ± 62
-7.3 ± 1.0
98 ± 52
101 ± 50
-3.0 ± 1.4
15 ± 1.4
19 ± 1.4
13.8 ± 1.9
18.5 ± 2.0

Cloud Tracked Average
Ship
Controls
Ship - Controls
16.7 ± 6.2
14.3 ± 6.1
2.4 ± 0.2
14.9 ± 5.5
12.6 ± 5.1
2.3 ± 0.2
1.8 ± 0.2
1.7 ± 0.2
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a)
Droplet Radius

Optical Depth

Liquid Water Path

b)

FIGURE 3.1 Differences in droplet radii, visible cloud optical depths, and liquid water paths from morning to afternoon for a) the
polluted clouds (ΔSHIP) and unpolluted clouds (∆CON) and b) the morning differences between polluted and unpolluted clouds
minus the afternoon differences. The results were obtained from the differences in 30-km segments between the pixels identified
as polluted by underlying ships and the pixels selected as nearby controls on both sides of the ship tracks. All segments
maintained mean cloud fraction greater than 0.95. Means and standard errors are given for each case.
35
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a)

b)

FIGURE 3.2 Differences in droplet radii between ship and controls associated with
droplet size in the unpolluted clouds ranging in thirds from the smallest (red solid line),
middle (green dotted line) and largest (blue dashed line). The observations included
all cloud tracked overcast segments found in Terra a) and Aqua b) passes.
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TABLE 3.2 Means and standard deviations of droplet radii, optical depths, and liquid
water paths derived from Terra and Aqua. Segments were grouped into thirds
according to the mean droplet radius of the controls for each segment. First third
represents the smallest, the second third, the middle, and the third the largest droplet
sizes.
Terra

Ship
Controls

First
8.3 ± 1.3
9.8 ± 1.2

Re (µm)
Second
10.0 ± 0.9
12.8 ± 0.8

Ship
Controls

First
16.1 ± 4.4
15.5 ± 4.7

τ
Second
16.3 ± 7.7
14.2 ± 7.5

Third
17.6 ± 6.2
13.2 ± 3.6

First
90 ± 30
103 ± 35

LWP (gm-2)
Second
111 ± 59
122 ± 66

Third
134 ± 53
134 ± 55

Ship
Controls

Third
11.4 ± 1.5
15.6 ± 1.2

Aqua

Ship
Controls

Ship
Controls

Ship
Controls

First
7.2 ± 1.1
8.5 ± 1.2

Re (µm)
Second
9.8 ± 1.0
12.2 ± 0.8

Third
11.7 ± 1.4
15.2 ± 1.4

First
13.4 ± 3.1
12.0 ± 3.2

τ
Second
14.5 ± 5.8
13.0 ± 5.8

Third
16.6 ± 6.6
12.7 ± 3.6

First
66 ± 21
70 ± 25

LWP (gm-2)
Second
97 ± 45
106 ± 46

Third
132 ± 59
127 ± 56

TABLE 3.3 Means and standard deviations of effective droplet radius obtained using 1.6, 2.1, and 3.7-µm reflectances. The
morning to afternoon differences (Terra – Aqua) for ship and control averages are the means and the standard error of the means.
Aqua pixel retrieval failures at 1.6 µm reduced the number of segments from those specified in table 3.1 by 19.
Effective Droplet Radius (µm)
N = 217
Terra
Aqua
Terra – Aqua

1.6-µm reflectance
Ship
Controls
10.0 ± 1.4
12.5 ± 7.0
10.3 ± 2.3
12.9 ± 9.0
-0.3 ± 0.1
-0.4 ± 0.1

2.1-µm reflectance
Ship
Controls
10.8 ± 2.7
13.8 ± 8.3
10.7 ± 3.1
13.2 ± 8.3
0.1 ± 0.1
0.5 ± 0.1

3.7-µm reflectance
Ship
Controls
9.8 ± 2.8
12.7 ± 6.5
9.5 ± 4.5
11.9 ± 8.4
0.3 ± 0.1
0.8 ± 0.1
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TABLE 3.4 Number of segments in which direction of scattered sunlight identified
was backscattered for both satellites, backscattered for Terra and forward scattered for
Aqua, forward scattered for Terra and backscattered for Aqua, and forward scattered
for both satellites.
Viewing Geometry
Terra and Aqua in the backscattered region
Terra in backscattered and Aqua in forward scattered region
Terra in forward scattered and Aqua in backscattered region
Terra and Aqua in the forward scattered region

Number of Segments
114
66
51
5
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TABLE 3.5 Means and standard deviations of droplet effective radii for all the
segments identified by Terra in which the viewing geometry was all backscattered
(Backward), all forward scattered (Forward), in the backward scattering direction for
both satellites (Both Backward), and segments in which the geometry reversed
(Crossovers) between satellites. N indicates the number of segments used to construct
the means and standard deviations for the geometry.

Ship
Controls

Ship
Controls

Backward
N=172
9.7 ± 1.8
12.7 ± 2.8

Terra
Forward
N=63
10.6 ± 1.6
12.9 ± 2.0

Both Backward
N=114
9.5 ± 1.6
12.3 ± 2.5

Crossovers
N=117
10.4 ± 1.9
13.3 ± 2.6

Backward
N=172
9.2 ± 2.2
11.4 ± 2.9

Aqua
Forward
N=63
10.4 ± 1.9
13.2 ± 2.9

Both Backward
N=114
9.0 ± 2.2
11.0 ± 2.9

Crossovers
N=117
10.2 ± 2.0
13.0 ± 2.8
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a)

b)

c)

d)

FIGURE 3.3 Droplet effective radii as a function of satellite zenith angle for
unpolluted clouds in the Terra (●) and Aqua (*) segments and their corresponding
differences (Δ) a) and optical depths b) and original (●) and remapped Terra segments
where both satellites were viewed in the backscattered region (*) and crossover
segments (◊) for droplet radius c) and optical depths d). The backscattered region is
represented by satellite zenith angles less than 0°.
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TABLE 3.6 Means and standard errors of droplet effective radii and optical depths
obtained from the Terra and Aqua unpolluted clouds. Means and standard errors are
obtained from the Terra and Aqua differences and Terra and remapped Terra
differences.

Terra
Aqua
Remapped
Terra – Aqua
Terra – remapped Terra

Re (µm)
12.8 ± 0.17
12.0 ± 0.19
12.7 ± 0.23
0.8 ± 0.11
0.03 ± 0.23

τ
14.3 ± 0.39
12.6 ± 0.33
14.9 ± 0.25
1.7 ± 0.20
-0.6 ± 0.57
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS

The goal of this study was to determine the effects of solar heating on the
response of clouds to haze pollution. MODIS observations of ship tracks common to
both satellites Terra and Aqua were analyzed for the summer months of 2002-2003
and August 2007. NCEP winds were used to predict the position of morning clouds at
the time of the Aqua pass thereby tracking the same clouds observed by both satellites.
After cloud collocation, the optical properties of the morning and afternoon clouds
were analyzed together to examine how optical parameters changed in response to
daytime solar heating. Comparisons were made between the results of this study and
those of Segrin et al. (2007).
In both studies polluted clouds had larger optical depths, smaller droplet radii,
and smaller liquid water paths compared with the nearby unpolluted clouds. With the
exception of changes in droplet radius, both studies found decreases in optical depth
and liquid water paths for both polluted and unpolluted clouds throughout the day.
These reductions were expected as a result of the thinning of the clouds due to
prolonged daytime solar heating. The largest difference between the two studies was
the change observed in droplet radius between satellite passes. Average droplet radii
were identical for both morning and afternoon clouds for both polluted and unpolluted
clouds in the study by Segrin et al. (2007). Here droplet radii found in the morning
were larger than those found in the tracked clouds observed in the afternoon. Droplet
radii in the polluted clouds diminished more than twice as rapidly as in the unpolluted
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clouds. The morning clouds sampled from this study had smaller optical depths,
larger droplet sizes, and larger differences in droplet radii between polluted and
unpolluted clouds. The morning clouds were more susceptible to changes in cloud
optical depth as described by Platnick and Twomey (1994) than were the clouds in the
ensemble, studied by Segrin et al. (2007). This study required that clouds analyzed in
the morning remained until the time of the afternoon pass. With the clouds being
more susceptible in the morning, larger changes in optical depth occurred due to the
pollution plumes from the ships. Presumably, the more susceptible clouds, those with
larger droplets but smaller droplet numbers, stood a better chance of surviving to show
up in the afternoon pass than did the less susceptible clouds.
The amount of water within clouds can strongly modify the indirect radiative
effects by regulating cloud lifetimes. In this study liquid water in unpolluted clouds
diminished 35% more rapidly than that in the polluted clouds between morning and
afternoon. Loss of liquid water could lead to diminished cloud lifetimes, therefore the
lifetime of the polluted clouds examined in this study should increase relative to those
of the unpolluted clouds. Unpolluted clouds likely lost water through drizzle and
through evaporation resulting from modest rates of entrainment of dry air from above
the cloud. Because drizzle was suppressed in polluted clouds, liquid water paths were
predominately reduced due to entrainment alone. Differences in liquid water paths
between polluted and unpolluted clouds were largest in the morning. Thus the rate at
which liquid water is lost between polluted and unpolluted clouds slows in response to
daytime solar heating. Since the nearby unpolluted clouds lose liquid water more
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rapidly than the clouds affected by the ship, polluted clouds persisted while the
ambient clouds dissipated, thereby illustrating the enhanced lifetime effect for clouds
affected by haze.
The segment averages analyzed in this study were limited to cloud cover
fractions greater than 0.95. This group represented the majority of the segments
identified. Unfortunately, the number of segment pairs with cloud fraction less than
0.95 were insufficient to investigate lifetime effects in partly cloudy conditions. There
are at least two reasons why pixel retrievals of ship tracks in regions of low cloud
fraction were not as common. Ship tracks are generally found in extensive overcast
cloud decks and the automated retrieval scheme used to identify pixels in the vicinity
of ship tracks breaks down when cloud fraction becomes small. In order to extend this
study to include ship tracks in regions of low cloud fraction, many more overpass pairs
would have to be examined.
In order to expand this study, systematic probing of clouds throughout an
entire diurnal cycle is needed. Unfortunately, this study was limited to the two
satellite passes each day, which precluded tracking the response throughout the entire
life cycle of each ship track. One option might be to use hourly observations from a
geostationary satellite, thereby increasing the temporal resolution and number of
observations. In addition, hourly observations would remove some of the errors
inherent in identifying clouds common to widely separated satellite passes. The
protocols for logging ship tracks require all tracks to have discernable track heads, the
location of the ship. By systematically following a ship track throughout the day, ship
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tracks that would have normally been discarded due to the lack of a discernable track
head would be counted based on the knowledge of the position and orientation from
the previous scene. Examining ship tracks through their complete life cycle could also
reveal the conditions responsible for their disappearance presumably as a result of the
clouds becoming decoupled from the boundary layer. By analyzing ship tracks
throughout their life cycles, the radiative contribution due to extended cloud lifetimes
(compared to the unpolluted clouds) could be estimated. Current geostationary
satellites have inadequate spatial resolution (4 km) at near infrared wavelengths to
study ship tracks. Future generation satellites such as the Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite R series will have satisfactory spatial resolution (1-2 km) at
near infrared wavelengths and temporal resolution (5 minute) to follow ship tracks
over an entire diurnal cycle. The expected launch date is in 2014.
Integrating the evolution of polluted and unpolluted clouds into climate models
is crucial for predicting the aerosol indirect radiative forcing. The extent to which
these models can account for the evolution of clouds affected by haze is limited by the
understanding of cloud feedbacks in the climate system. Consequently, estimates for
the lifetime effect were not included in the IPCC 4th assessment report. Clearly,
further observations are needed to quantify this effect. This is the first study to
analyze the response of polluted clouds and their unpolluted counterparts using the
collocation of ship tracks between satellite passes. The results presented here,
particularly the reduction rates of droplet radii between polluted and unpolluted clouds
in marine stratocumulus, could serve as checks for LES simulations of polluted clouds.
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